AWARD-WINNING COLLECTIONS DRIVEN BY FUNCTION-FIRST DESIGN
AND FUELLED BY PASSION
23.02.2022
DEERHUNTER’s unwavering commitment–since 1985–to create an accessible line of hunting clothing has resulted in a wide range of award-winning hunting
apparel. Inspired by nature and made for adventure, DEERHUNTER’s collections are renowned for functionality, durability and material innovation.
Function-first design is at the heart of each product and drives the development of the range, yet the soul of the company is passion. Almost four decades after
DEERHUNTER’s first production began, this passion still runs deep.

IT ALL STARTED WITH PASSION
DEERHUNTER was born out of a family’s passion for outdoor life and hunting. This family was the Engel family, of the Danish textile company F. ENGEL.
The F. ENGEL story is one of passion: a passion which inspires each collection and has fuelled the design, development and manufacturing of Workwear,
Corporate Wear, Menswear and Hunting Wear, for over nine decades. Just as the pioneering spirit of the Engel family turned their curiosity of textiles into a
business in 1927, becoming one of Denmark’s first workwear manufacturers, three generations later their shared passion for outdoor life and hunting turned
into DEERHUNTER.

IN 1985, A SHARED PASSION BECAME A BUSINESS
It was 3rd generation owner and keen huntsman Carl D. Engel who turned this passion into a business, establishing DEERHUNTER. The vision was clear: to
create an accessible line of hunting clothing fit for purpose, inspired by the enjoyment of spending time in nature. Almost forty years later, the Engel passion
for outdoor life and hunting still runs deep. Now run by fourth generation owners and brothers, Lars and John Engel, it is just as important today as it was
then, to produce designs and fabrics with the specific wearing purpose in focus.
DEERHUNTER prides itself on function-first design. Every garment produced derives from authentic, first-hand knowledge of what is needed for functional
hunting wear, combined with a deep understanding of what is required to feel at ease in nature. Each collection is put to the test by hunters and outdoor
adventurers in relation to climate, durability and usability to ensure products withstand nature’s forces and the physical demands of outdoor pursuits. This
process drives DEERHUNTER to push the boundaries of fit, comfort and functionality, to meet the modern-day demands of versatility and all-day wear.
Today, DEERHUNTER is represented in more than 40 countries around the world. Its collection has evolved over the years to include a wide range of
products suitable for different hunting activities and outdoor pursuits. With award-winning collections for men and women, and an expanding collection
of youth outdoor wear, DEERHUNTER also has the enviable distinction of being appointed Purveyor to HM the Queen of Denmark, since 2009.
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WHAT’S NEW FOR 2022?
DEERHUNTER never stands still. Always on the hunt for new ways to engineer increased comfort, mobility and functionality into its durable outdoor wear,
it is only natural that textile innovation and technology should blend seamlessly into the new collection for 2022, which does not disappoint.
EXCAPE
The new DEERHUNTER EXCAPE collection, featuring revolutionary REALTREE EXCAPE™ camouflage manufactured first in Denmark by DEERHUNTER,
blends the best of DEERHUNTER’s signature functionality with REALTREE’s extensive experience in perfecting camouflage patterns.
A layer-on-layer collection, this popular range expands in 2022 to offer top quality coverage from head-to-toe. The collection is fit for purpose for all-season
wear, all year round. One can escape detection, like never before.

RAM & LADY RAVEN
From the popular DEERHUNTER RAM and LADY RAVEN lines, the new Artic Jacket style will be launched in unique REALTREE EDGE™ Red camouflage.
Offering close range concealment in a stylish new colour, as developed by DEERHUNTER in collaboration with REALTREE, a hunter can not only be visible,
but seen in style too. Fully breathable and 100% waterproof, the Artic Jacket fully protects from the cold thanks to DEERHUNTER’s signature DEER-TEX
Performance Shell membrane.
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HEAT Game
A gamechanger for when temperatures dip, the all-new DEERHUNTER HEAT Game Jacket and Trousers form part of DEERHUNTER’s high-tech heat series.
Designed for waterfowl success, this range is available in new REALTREE MAX-7™ camouflage–brought to the market first by DEERHUNTER–offering
effective concealment in every waterfowl environment. Combining the best of material innovation, function-first design and textile technology, the smart
integrated warming system is activated in just one click.

HEAT Game
Last but not least, the new MUFLON EXTREME and LADY MARY EXTREME feature DEERFORCE Xtra Reinforcement where it is needed most, to withstand
the toughest wear.
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FEATURED PRODUCTS

EXCAPE Gloves with silicone

RAM ARCTIC Jacket

RAM Winter Trousers

RAM ARCTIC Cap

8642

5887

3888

6890

REALTREE EXCAPE™ (93)
& ART GREEN (376)

REALTREE EDGE® RED (35)
& ORANGE (73)

ELMWOOD (392)

REALTREE EDGE® RED (35)
& ORANGE (73)

NEW
SPRING
2022

LADY RAVEN Arctic Jacket

LADY RAVEN Winter Trousers

Lady Knitted Hat

HEAT GAME Jacket

5043

3044

6486

3722

REALTREE EDGE® RED(35)
& ORANGE (73)

ELMWOOD (392)

ART GREEN (376)

REALTREE MAX-7® RED (97)
& WOOD (585)

HEAT GAME Trousers

MUFLON Jacket

MUFLON Trousers

MUFLON Cap with safety

5722

5822

3822

6822

REALTREE MAX-7® RED (97)
& WOOD (585)

REALTREE EDGE® (46), REALTREE
MAX-5® (95) & ART GREEN (376)

REALTREE EDGE® (46), REALTREE
MAX-5® (95) & ART GREEN (376)

REALTREE EDGE® (46), REALTREE
MAX-5® (95) & ART GREEN (376)

NEW
SPRING
2022
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FEATURED PRODUCTS

LADY MARY Jacket

LADY MARY Trousers

5525

3525

ART GREEN (376)

ART GREEN (376)

ABOUT DEERHUNTER
Deerhunter is part of the Danish F. Engel textile company which has produced workwear for professionals since 1927. The brand is driven by a passion for
hunting and is known for its proud traditions and strong values. Established in Denmark in 1985, with exports throughout Europe, it is represented in more
than 40 countries around the world today. It also has the enviable distinction of being appointed Purveyor to HM the Queen of Denmark, since 2009.
https://www.f-engel.com/en/brands/deerhunter
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